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2011 
SOUTHERN HIGHLANDS – SILENT FILM CLASSICS 

Accompaniment by celebrated local musicians 
 

AUTUMN/WINTER SEASON 
Digital presentations of restored silent film 

Saturdays at 3pm 
(July 2

nd
, August 6

th
, September 3

rd
) 

Stevenson Theatre, Regal Professional Centre – Level 1, 118 Main Street, Mittagong 
Quality Movie Heritage since 1915 

 

Ticket prices: $15 / $10 per concession or child 
www.ozsilentfilmfestival.com.au / info@ozsilentfilmfestival.com.au 

T: John and Pam Stead 48895427 

Keaton: The General: The Genius of Charlie Chaplin: Fairbanks: Lon Chaney: The Phantom of the Opera: Orlock the Vampire in  
Nosferatu: Valentino: The Son of the Sheik: The Lost World: The Black Pirate…and more! 
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Saturday 2 July, 3 pm @ The Regal 

 

 

The original grand Regal was opened in 1927. The owner, H.E. (Harry) Stevenson, 

one of the original “Picture Show Men”, started screenings in Mittagong at the IXL 

theatre in 1915. The charming Regal theatrette has reupholstered terraced seats 

from its old cinema days and proudly displays the historic Regal Simplex projector 

from the 1920s. 
 

 

with John D’Arcy on piano 

 

John is an experienced and acclaimed conductor, teacher, musical director, 

pianist, singer and composer. For the last 25 years, John has conducted weekend 

and Summer School workshops for students of all ages, especially in conjunction 

with Suzuki Talent Education. He currently teaches piano. Among the various High 

Schools he taught at for over 33 years, John was 20 years at Sydney Grammar 

known for its excellence in music. 
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The Lost World – 1925 (United States) 
 
Starring: Wallace Beery, Lewis Stone and Bessie Love 
Director: Harry O Hoyt 
Tickets: $15; Concession and Kids $10 
Film: Digital presentation of restored film 
Duration: 93 minutes 
Live music: accompanist John D‟Arcy 

 

 
 
The Lost World can be described as an early silent version of Jurassic Park, with the extra 
fine qualities of the classic turn-of-the-century novel it was based upon.  The famous 
Sherlock Holmes author, Sir Arthur Conan Doyle, wrote this timeless adventure in 1912; a 
time when people were fascinated with exploration and discoveries of the earth‟s last 
untamed frontiers.   His novel, also titled The Lost World, is a rather credible story of 
prehistoric animals surviving into our day on a remote and isolated plateau in the middle of 
the unexplored Amazon jungle. 
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Although the stop motion special effects to create realistic movements of a large range of 
prehistoric animals is very impressive and advanced for the year 1925, the human 
characters and their emotions are also given ample attention.  In fact, the dinosaurs only 
appear around 45 minutes into the film, after the situations and personalities of the main 
characters have been established.   
 
This has the effect of making the discovery on the plateau even more exciting and 
believable, especially as this adventure changes the lives of each person involved.  There 
is romance and the inevitable lover‟s triangle, some humour, thrills and suspense, as well 
as a careful and delicate selection of authentic wildlife footage, as if to counterbalance the 
unreal prehistoric creations. 
 

 
 
While all these qualities are already the ingredients of a silver screen hit, leading screen 
stars like Wallace Beery, Lewis Stone and Bessie Love guarantee box office success.  
Beery let his hair and beard grow wild for his role as the angry and eccentric Professor 
Challenger, determined to show the world that he is not a fraudster.  In contrast, pert and 
pretty Bessie Love supplies the delicate yet strong female lead role, as well as the love 
interest of two men accompanying her and the Professor on this adventure. 
 
Animation and special effects were used and rapidly developed in the early days of moving 
pictures, preceding the „narrative‟ film as we know movies today.  For example, in the first 
decade of the 1900s, Frenchman Georges Méliès was making dozens of entertaining short 
films full of creative special effects to recreate the magic shows that entertained large 
audiences at the turn of the century. 
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Irish-American Willis O‟Brien was another of these pioneers of animation, specializing in 
stop motion animation, and is best remembered today for his creation of the beast, King 
Kong in the classic 1933 movie.  Not surprisingly, The Lost World has many traits in 
common with King Kong, in particular the ending of the story where the Brontosaurus that 
Professor Challenger takes back to London escapes when its cage is broken at the 
unloading dock, causing mayhem and destruction as it angrily roams the streets of London. 
The climax is when it causes the collapse of London‟s Tower Bridge - a landmark as 
famous in England as the Empire State Building of New York which led to King Kong‟s 
demise. 
 
O‟Brien‟s cumbersome and painstakingly laborious work was worth the effort because it 
stands the test of time.  His creations and their realistic movements rival any modern 
computerized effects, and it is instead some of the sets and fake backgrounds which 
remind the viewer that The Lost World is an old film.   Fights between the various species, 
as well as scenes of fire and an ape-man (quite obviously an actor in an ape suit!) are 
some of the many thrills in The Lost World, along with glimpses of exotic Amazonian 
animals such as a jaguar, sloth, monkeys and insects.  Fine performances by all the 
leading stars combine with the real and fake to establish a popular genre and set the 
standard of this kind of action-adventure which has not lost any of its appeal over eight 
decades. 
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 PREVIOUS SCREENINGS  

 
The Phantom of the Opera – 1925 (USA) 

 
Starring: Lon Chaney 
Tickets: $15; Concession and Kids $10 
Film: Digital presentation of restored film 
Duration: 93 minutes 
Live music: accompanist John D‟Arcy 

 

 
 

Among the dozens of screen and stage adaptations of the 1910 French novel, this silent 
film version stands out as the most successful and popular early production, with Andrew 
Lloyd Webber‟s 1986 musical being the only other world famous adaptation.  While the 
musical version is now the longest-running and most successful Broadway show in history, 
the silent film version remains one of the landmarks of early cinema, and is one of the best-
known classics of the silent era.  
 
Filmed in late 1924, when cinema was rapidly becoming a sophisticated form of both art 
and entertainment, The Phantom of the Opera boasts great performances, elaborate sets, 
attention to detail, and an enthralling story. 
 
Although categorized as a horror film, the only truly horrific scene in The Phantom of the 
Opera is when the phantom‟s mask is ripped off, revealing a grotesquely deformed face.  It 
was this scene that caused members of the audience to scream and even faint at its 
premiere in 1925 because the real face of the phantom had been kept secret until then.   
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This memorable scene has become famous in cinema history, and is inextricably linked 
with Lon Chaney who plays the phantom.  Modern-day audiences remember Chaney 
mainly for this role, in which he created and applied the phantom make-up himself.  Given 
the title “The Man of a Thousand Faces”, Chaney‟s ability to transform himself into all kinds 
of characters with the use of make-up, disguises and props awed and fascinated audiences 
in the 1920s and following decades up to our day. 
 
Chaney‟s role as the Phantom is similar to other roles he played in films such as The 
Hunchback of Notre Dame, in which he is an ugly or otherwise unsavoury character who 
yearns for love that is never returned.  In The Phantom of the Opera, his love interest is 
the aspiring young opera singer, Christine, whose career he fast-tracks by manoeuvres and 
tactics behind the scenes of the Paris Opera where he lives in forgotten basement rooms.   
By causing people to believe that the Opera is haunted by a malevolent phantom, he can 
manipulate the managers and thereby promote Christine‟s career as a new diva. 
 

 
 
Attention to realistic and glamorous sets, as well as costumes and other details make this 
silent film a visual delight, and making speech and dialogue dispensable.  Intertitles, or title 
cards, provide the necessary dialogue or narrative to carry the story and build suspense as 
Christine is kidnapped and taken to the Phantom‟s lair in the dungeon, and Raoul, her 
suitor, tries to rescue her.  These final thrilling scenes feature sophisticated contraptions 
which force Christine to choose between saving Raoul or blowing up the Opera, but a 
secret trapdoor allows them to escape the Phantom‟s twisted trap. 
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This long and complex film underwent a few changes, a different ending and some editing 
before it was fully embraced by the public, and then it was so popular that several years 
later, when sound was introduced in 1929, it was dubbed and amended to be released as a 
sound film in 1930.  This was also a very successful enterprise, grossing over a million 
dollars, but unfortunately this sound version is now presumed lost.  
 

    
 
The original 1925 silent film features some colour footage, which also added to its appeal at 
the time of its release.  Colour film was actually not new by then, but was rarely used due to 
the difficulty and expense of the technique at the time.  During the mid 1920s, various 
movies began to feature colour footage made in two-tone Technicolor. 
 
In The Phantom of the Opera, the „Bal Masque‟ or Masked Ball is in colour, showing off 
red capes and garments, and adding the appropriate glitter and glamour to such an 
occasion.  Other uses of colour footage were the parting of the Red Sea in Cecil B 
DeMille‟s The Ten Commandments, and Douglas Fairbanks Sr.‟s pirate adventure, The 
Black Pirate (1926) was filmed entirely in two-tone colour. 
 
Cast:  Lon Chaney, Mary Philbin and Norman Kerry. 
Directors: Rupert Julian 
Written by: Gaston Leroux 
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The General – 1927 (USA) 

 
A short introduction will be given by Orson Welles, preeminent figure of world cinema. 

 
Starring Buster Keaton 
Tickets: $15; Concession and Kids $10 
Film: Digital presentation of restored film 
Duration: 75 minutes 
Live music: accompanist John D‟Arcy 

 
Today, Buster Keaton stands alongside Charlie Chaplin as the most famous and best- 
loved comedian of the silent era, and of his many feature-length films, The General has 
been repeatedly hailed as one of the best ten films of all time.   
 

 
 
Much more than simply a comedy, The General is also a great action adventure epic and 
an impressive historic costume drama depicting a real event of the American Civil War.  In 
1862, a military raid took place that involved causing as much damage as possible to the 
vital railroad section in the southern states, while other locomotives chased the one being 
commandeered by the Union Army. 
 
This historic event is faithfully re-enacted in this most entertaining and enjoyable light 
comedy in which Buster plays a steam train engineer who finds himself in the situation of 
driving an engine by himself through enemy territory.   
 
Real steam locomotives feature prominently in this special film, climaxing in the most 
expensive and spectacular stunt scene in all of silent cinema when a real stream train 
plunges through a burning bridge into a river!  The wreckage was left in the river, and it 
even became a minor tourist attraction for the next twenty years. 
 
Many other scenes impress the serious moviegoer, such as the precise choreography of 
the many stunts and physical action scenes between man and machine, as Buster single-
handedly drives a locomotive into enemy territory to retrieve his stolen engine, called “The 
General”, rescues his sweetheart who taken captive by the enemy North, and inadvertently 
becomes a hero on his return. 
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Railway tracks are removed, damaged or sabotaged by the enemy, but Buster finds a 
solution to all these obstacles, as well as surviving his own blunders.  The deceptively 
simple story and sequence of events required great effort behind the scenes, but the hard 
work has been rewarded with critical acclaim and great popularity among audiences of 
many generations, right into our 21

st
 century. 

 
The great appeal of Buster Keaton‟s character is no doubt his famous deadpan look with 
never a hint of a smile, and despite his small stature, he his the underdog and hero due to 
his tenacity and physical dexterity.  Born into a vaudeville family, Buster learnt at an early 
age how to fall, stumble and be beaten without actually being hurt, and this skill lead to his 
successful film debut in 1917 with slapstick comedian, Roscoe Arbuckle.   
 

 
 
Before long, Buster reached out for more creative independence by writing his own stories 
and screenplays, as well as directing many of his feature films, as well as the ever-popular 
“shorts”, running an average of fifteen minutes.  The General is one of his last great feature 
films of the silent era, putting all his acquired skills and knowledge of filmmaking into what 
could be called a work of art for its beautifully choreographed and meticulously thought-out 
action sequences.   
 
Of special interest is the brief appearance of Australian actor, Frank S. Hagney as the 
Confederate Recruiting Officer in The General, after similar small roles in over thirty silent 
films, as well as doing many stunts in early silent films.  Born in Sydney in 1884, he worked 
hard in vaudeville, then small bit parts in early Hollywood until contributing a fine role as the 
faithful bodyguard of a wheelchair-bound villain in Frank Capra‟s It’s a Wonderful Life in 
1946. 
 
The General rightly deserves its reputation as one of Buster Keaton‟s most highly praised 
and popular movies, encompassing a broad range of features which appeal to a wide 
audience.  From the old-world romance of authentic steam engines and trains, surprising 
and impressive attention to historic detail, likeable characters and a rollicking fun and 
action-packed adventure, it has everything that even modern-day audiences enjoy over and 
over again. 
 
Cast:  Buster Keaton, Marion Mack 
Directors:  Buster Keaton and Clyde Bruckman 
Written by: Buster Keaton and Clyde Bruckman 
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Nosferatu – 1922 (GERMANY) 

 
Starring: Max Schreck 
Director: Friedrich Wilhelm Murnau 
Tickets: $15; Concession and Kids $10 
Film: Digital presentation of restored film 
Duration: 81 minutes 
Live music: accompanist John D‟Arcy 

 

 
 
Regarded as one of the great cinema classics, Nosferatu is the quintessential vampire 
horror movie, and the first to be based on Bram Stoker‟s famous book, Dracula. In the 
skilled hands of legendary German director, F.W. Murnau, the vampire legend became 
permanently impressed on cinema audiences, and nearly ninety years later, the film is still 
impressively eerie and disturbing. 
 
Although not the very first vampire film ever made, Nosferatu clearly set the standard for all 
vampire horror movies to follow, as it contains all the elements of the classic horror genre, 
together with a certain style and intelligence that are often lacking in modern horror movies.  
Without acquiring the rights to Bram Stoker‟s Dracula, the names of characters in Nosferatu 
had to be changed and the location moved to Germany and set in the 1830s, but the 
essence of the story - a sinister Count who resides in an eerie Transylvanian castle bites 
the neck of his victims to feed on their blood - remains the same.   
 
However, some of the changes and additions made for Nosferatu have become vampire 
standards, such as the Count sleeping in his coffin during daylight hours because the light 
of the sun would kill him, as well as some other supernatural elements. Unlike the Bram 
Stoker novel, Nosferatu‟s victims eventually die instead of becoming vampires themselves, 
and due to the prevalence of pandemics (the Spanish Flu being fresh in people‟s minds at 
the time of making Nosferatu) the vampire story is intertwined with death from a plague 
caused by rats; the rats being transported in the unholy soil in which Nosferatu, the 
Undead, had been buried, and therefore has repulsive rat-like features.   
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Using the artistic Expressionist techniques developed in the early 1920s by Germany‟s 
leading directors, Murnau managed to capture the supernatural eeriness of both the Count 
and his castle on a relatively small budget.  German Expressionist cinema featured the 
dynamic use of light and shadow, unusual camera angles or tricks, and a focus on moods 
and feelings, all of which are sparingly but very skillfully applied in Nosferatu.   
 
For example, aided only by some grotesque make-up and long fake fingernails, actor Max 
Schreck successfully creates the dreadful horror of the supernatural vampire with his 
stance and slow, determined movements and gestures. Every scene with Schreck is 
gripping and quite unforgettable, and it is easy to see why Nosferatu has gone down in 

history as a classic silent film and masterpiece of the genre.  
 
Murnau has also been credited with other cinematic masterpieces, namely the multi-award 
winning Sunrise, the Goethe classic, Faust, and the visual masterpiece without any 
intertitles, The Last Laugh.  Growing up in a rural environment and an ardent interest in art 
combined to give exceptional scenic and visual beauty to Murnau‟s films which often had 
scenes that were compared to Rembrandt paintings.  
 

  
 
Considered one of the three great German actors alongside Fritz Lang and G.W. Pabst, 
Friedrich Wilhelm Murnau directed only twenty-one silent films in his brilliant career, before 
his tragic and premature death in a car accident at the age of forty-two.   
 
Nosferatu enjoyed a grand and ceremonious release in Berlin in March 1922, but before 
long, Bram Stoker‟s widow had successfully sued for copyright infringement, causing the 
production company, Prana Film, to go bankrupt after its one and only production; 
Nosferatu. The court also ordered all existing prints of Nosferatu destroyed, but fortunately, 
copies had already been distributed around the world.  This is especially fortuitous because 
due to cost reasons, there was only one camera used to film Nosferatu and therefore only 
one original negative.  Copies and restorations have meanwhile been made of the existing 
films that had been distributed before the court order, allowing a modern generation to 
enjoy this original great cinema classic. 
 

 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Copyright_infringement
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The Son of the Sheik – 1926 (United States) 
 
Starring: Rudolph Valentino and Vilma Banky 
Director: George Fitzmaurice 
Tickets: $15; Concession and Kids $10 
Film: Digital presentation of restored film 
Duration: 69 minutes 
Live music: accompanist John D‟Arcy 

 

 
 
The Son of the Sheik is the quintessential Hollywood-style Arabian Nights adventure, 
complete with romance, humour, swordfights, a sandstorm and the happy couple riding off 
into the sunset.  It is the sequel to The Sheik (1921) and the sets were designed by William 
Cameron Menzies, whose unmistakable good taste and artistic talent always add visual 
splendour and delight to any film. 
 
On top of that, the screenplay was written by journalist/author Frances Marion, who wrote 
scenarios for many Mary Pickford films as well as Greta Garbo in Camille (1933) and 
Shirley Temple in Poor Little Rich Girl (1936). 
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But The Son of the Sheik is best remembered because it was the last film starring the 

legendary silent film icon, Rudolph Valentino, and success at the box office was greatly 
increased at the time of his funeral.  His sudden death, from complications following an 
operation, shocked and saddened a nation that had come to love Valentino and his films.   
The nation came to a stand-still during the several days his coffin was transported by train 
across the country, with masses of people lining the railway to catch a glimpse.   
 
The Son of the Sheik gives today‟s audience a reasonably good idea of Valentino‟s 
onscreen charisma which captivated so many people in the 1920s.   The dozen or so 
earlier films in which he starred all reveal aspects of his character and versatile acting style, 
from a devious con-man in The Married Virgin (1918) to a moody and deeply troubled 
matador in Blood and Sand (1922), just to name a few.  He rose to fame for his role in The 
Four Horsemen of the Apocalypse (1921) and his starring role in The Sheik is one of his 

most famous. 
 

  
 
Valentino is best remembered as the great screen lover, convincingly playing romantic 
leads and causing women in the audience to swoon.  Although his role as Ahmed, the son 
of the Sheik, starts off in a sweet young romance, the couple‟s rocky road of true love has 
many unpredictable twists and turns, making The Son of the Sheik not as superficial or 
typical as one might expect. 
 
His lovely co-star is Vilma Banky, who plays Yasmin, the dancing girl.  Born in Hungary, 
Vilma enjoyed considerable success during the silent era, appearing in mostly German 
films until discovered by Samuel Goldwyn in 1925, which lead to her co-starring with 
Valentino in The Eagle (1925) and playing the lead role in The Winning of Barbara Worth 
(1926). 
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Not only is Valentino the handsome young hero in The Son of the Sheik, but he also plays 
the role of his father, the Sheik.  While the make-up is already impressively deceptive, 
Valentino‟s acting makes the dual roles appear like two separate characters thereby 
revealing once again that he was much more than „just a pretty face‟. 
 
The cast of The Son of the Sheik showcases a range of colourful characters among the 

gang of thieves and misfits, and has exciting action scenes of ambush, kidnap and revenge 
balanced with drama and some humour.  Most impressive, perhaps, are the highly-charged 
emotional scenes with Ahmed and Yasmin which poignantly convey the anger, anguish and 
pleading of the two characters without a word being heard.  
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What’s so special about Tradewinds? 
www.tradewinds.org.au 

 
“Tradewinds is a not-for-profit organization. We aim to bring about a world where access to 
work and profit is distributed much more fairly than at present, and where the land that 
produces our food is farmed sustainably.  
 
To this end we sell high quality fair trade and mostly organic coffee and tea from producer 
cooperatives and ethical suppliers in Sri Lanka, East Timor, PNG and now Vanuatu. 
 
We import mostly fully processed products that are packed in the country where they are 
grown: they are value added products. This delivers greater benefits to the producers and 
other workers in the countries where they are grown. 
 
The Federal Government recently has granted overseas aid tax deductibility status to 
Tradewinds. This is approval for Tradewinds to establish an overseas aid gift fund whereby 
Tradewinds can direct funds to the relief of poverty in countries where we currently source 
our products and support projects. The first project will be establishing coffee processing for 
export in East Timor.” 
 

 
 
 

 
FESTIVAL NOTICE BOARD 

 

From 2011 onwards, a register of silent film accompanists in Australia from 1896-1930 shall 
be compiled. Your assistance is needed: name of musician; years active; cinemas and 

locations if possible; types of instruments; any memorabilia eg types of music, cue sheets, 
photos. 

 

Contact info@ozsilentfilmfestival.com.au  or PO 3424 Sydney NSW 2001. 
 

 Festival returns to Sydney, Brisbane and NSW Southern Highlands in September 
and October 2011. 

 

http://www.tradewinds.org.au/
mailto:info@ozsilentfilmfestival.com.au
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SILENT FILM AND LIVE MUSIC PROGRAM @ The Regal 
 
 

 
 

www.ozsilentfilmfestival.com.au 

The original grand Regal was opened in 1927. The owner, H.E. (Harry) Stevenson, one of 
the original “Picture Show Men”, started screenings in Mittagong at the IXL theatre in 1915. 
The charming Regal theatrette has reupholstered terraced seats from its old cinema days 
and proudly displays the historic Regal Simplex projector from the 1920s. 

 
 July 2 – The Lost World (1925) 93 mins: Dinosaurs and science fiction!  

Accompanied by John D’Arcy 
 August 6 – Charlie Chaplin and his genius revisit of the Mittagong Regal, 

in shorts, with a special extra treat! 70 mins 
Accompanied by Louise Bell 

 September 3 – The Black Pirate (1926) 94 mins: Swashbuckler, Douglas 

Fairbanks, and pirates!  
Accompanied by John D’Arcy 

 And more in the Spring @ the Regal … 

 
 

Ticket prices $15 / $10 per concession/child 
Email for season ticket: discount season Gold Pass to all Autumn/Winter screenings. 
 

At each session there will be a Lucky Door Festival Showbag with various goodies including 
Tradewinds Fair Trade tea and coffees. 

 
Join us at 2.30pm for drinks and nibbles. 

The Sentimental Bloke will introduce the accompanist and the films. 
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We acknowledge the invaluable and generous support from the renowned David 
Shepard, Film Preservation Associates and Blackhawk Films, Lobster Films and 
the sublime flair and talents of Stephanie Khoo.  
 
Please visit and read about your favourite silent film with the superb reviews at 
Amazon by the Festival‟s tireless supporter, Barbara Burkowsky/Underwood, 
whose notes grace these pages. 

The Southern Highlands Autumn/Winter season of silent classics acknowledges 
the superb support and efforts of John and Pamela Stead, Paula Beville and the 
Regal Professional Centre, the delightful communities throughout the Southern 
Highlands, Monica Markovina and Velvet Creative, Jenny Kena, the wonderful 
members of Films in the Southern Highlands (FISH) and Annette Ameneiro, 
Charles Slater and the lustrous talents of Louise Bell and John D‟Arcy. 

 

 

 
 
 

AUSTRALIA'S SILENT FILM FESTIVAL 
www.ozsilentfilmfestival.com.au 

Phone 0419267318 
PO Box 3424 

Sydney NSW 2001 
info@ozsilentfilmfestival.com.au 

http://www.ozsilentfilmfestival.com.au/
mailto:info@ozsilentfilmfestival.com.au

